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emergency signals, an emergency
squad, and instructions.
(c) Except when paragraph (b) of this
section is applicable, the station bill of
a vessel of more than 19.8 meters (65
feet) in length required to have more
than four crew members, must set
forth the special duties and duty station of each crew member for various
emergencies. The duties must, as far as
possible, be comparable with the regular work of the individual. The duties
must include at least the following and
any other duties necessary for the
proper handling of a particular emergency.
(1) The closing of hatches, airports,
watertight doors, vents, scuppers, and
valves for intake and discharge lines
that penetrate the hull, the stopping of
fans and ventilating systems, and the
operating of all safety equipment;
(2) The preparing and launching of
survival craft and rescue boats;
(3) The extinguishing of fire; and
(4) The mustering of passengers including the following:
(i) Warning the passengers;
(ii) Assembling the passengers and directing them to their appointed stations; and
(iii) Keeping order in the passageways and stairways and generally controlling the movement of the passengers.
(d) The station bill must be posted at
the operating station and a conspicuous location in each crew accommodation space.
§ 122.515 Passenger safety bill.
(a) A passenger safety bill must be
posted by the master in each passenger
cabin or stateroom on a vessel of more
than 19.8 meters (65 feet) in length with
overnight accommodations for more
than 49 passengers.
(b) Each passenger safety bill required by this section must list:
(1) The embarkation station and the
number and location of the survival
craft to which each occupant of the
space is assigned;
(2) The fire and emergency signal and
the abandon ship signal;
(3) Essential action that must be
taken in an emergency; and
(4) If immersion suits are provided
for passengers, the location of the suits

and illustrated instructions on the
method of donning the suits.
§ 122.516 Life jacket placards.
(a) Placards containing instructions
for the donning and use of the life jackets aboard the vessel must be posted in
conspicuous places that are regularly
accessible and visible to the crew and
passengers.
(b) Life jacket placards must be posted in each passenger cabin or stateroom on a vessel of more than 19.8 meters (65 feet) in length with overnight
accommodations for more than 49 passengers.
(c) If the cognizant OCMI determines
that there is no suitable mounting surface aboard the vessel, the life jacket
placards need not be posted but must
be carried aboard the vessel and be
available to the crew and passengers
for familiarization.
§ 122.518 Inflatable survival craft placards.
(a) Every vessel equipped with an inflatable survival craft must have approved placards or other cards containing instructions for launching and
inflating inflatable survival craft for
the information of persons on board
posted in conspicuous places by each
inflatable survival craft.
(b)
Under
the
requirement
in
§ 160.051–6(c)(1) in subchapter Q of this
chapter, the manufacturer of approved
inflatable liferafts is required to provide approved placards containing such
instructions with each liferaft. Similar
placards must be used for other inflatable survival craft.
[CGD 85–080, 61 FR 935, Jan. 10, 1996, as
amended at 62 FR 51353, Sept. 30, 1997]

§ 122.520 Abandon ship and man overboard drills and training.
(a) The master shall conduct sufficient drills and give sufficient instructions to make sure that all crew members are familiar with their duties during emergencies that necessitate abandoning ship or the recovery of persons
who have fallen overboard.
(b) An abandon ship drill must be
conducted as follows:
(1) Each member of the crew shall
participate in at least one abandon
ship drill each month; and
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(2) If more than 25% of the crew have
not participated in an abandon ship
drill on board that particular vessel or
sister vessel in the previous month, a
drill must be conducted before the vessel gets underway with passengers
aboard.
(c) Each abandon ship drill must include:
(1) Summoning the crew to report to
assigned stations and prepare for assigned duties;
(2) Summoning passengers on a vessel
on an overnight voyage to areas of refuge or embarkation stations and ensuring that they are made aware of how
the order to abandon ship will be given;
(3) Checking that life jackets are correctly donned;
(4) Operation of any davits used for
launching liferafts; and
(5) Instruction on the automatic and
manual deployment of survival craft.
(d) Each abandon ship drill must, as
far as practicable, be conducted as if
there were an actual emergency.
(e) Each rescue boat required in accordance with § 117.210 of this subchapter must be launched with its assigned crew aboard and maneuvered in
the water as if during the actual man
overboard situation;
(1) Once each month, if reasonable
and practicable; but
(2) At least once within a 3 month period before the vessel gets underway
with passengers.
(f) Onboard training in the use of
davit launched liferafts must take
place at intervals of not more than 3
months on a vessel with a davit
launched liferaft.
(g) Abandon ship and man overboard
drills and training shall be logged or
otherwise documented for review by
the Coast Guard upon request. The
drill entry shall include the following
information:
(1) Date of the drill and training; and
(2) General discription of the drill
scenario and training topics.
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[CGD 85–080, 61 FR 935, Jan. 10, 1996, as
amended at 62 FR 51353, Sept. 30, 1997]

§ 122.524
ing.

Fire fighting drills and train-

(a) The master shall conduct sufficient fire drills to make sure that each

crew member is familiar with his or
her duties in case of a fire.
(b) A fire drill must be conducted at
least once each month.
(c) Each fire drill must include:
(1) Summoning passengers on a vessel
on an overnight voyage to areas of refuge or embarkation stations;
(2) Summoning the crew to report to
assigned stations and to prepare for
and demonstrate assigned duties; and
(3) Instructions in the use and location of fire alarms, extinguishers, and
any other fire fighting equipment on
board.
(d) Each fire drill must, as far as
practicable, be conducted as if there
were an actual emergency.
(e) Fire fighting drills and training
shall be logged or otherwise documented for review by the Coast Guard
upon request. The drill entry shall include the following information:
(1) Date of the drill and training; and
(2) General discription of the drill
scenario and training topics.
[CGD 85–080, 61 FR 935, Jan. 10, 1996, as
amended at 62 FR 51353, Sept. 30, 1997]

§ 122.530 Responsibilities
individuals.

of

Nothing in the emergency instructions or a station bill required by this
subpart exempts any licensed individual from the exercise of good judgment in an emergency situation.

Subpart F—Markings Required
§ 122.602

Hull markings.

(a) Each vessel must be marked as required by part 67, subpart I, of this
chapter.
(b) Each vessel must—
(1) Have permanent draft marks at
each end of the vessel; or
(2) Have permanent loading marks
placed on each side of the vessel forward and aft to indicate the maximum
allowable trim and amidships to indicate the maximum allowable draft.
(c) A loading mark required by paragraph (c)(2) of this section must be a
horizontal line of at least 205 millimeters (8 inches) in length and 25 millimeters (1 inch) in height, with its upper
edge passing through the point of maximum draft. The loading mark must be
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